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A VERY SINCERE “Thank You!”
The Hill Country Intergroup Board of Trustees and Representatives
would like to express our appreciation and gratitude for the event
held on April 21st – Intergroup Appreciation Day.
First, our thanks to the committee that envisioned, and then
followed through with all the planning, organizing, and execution
of this event. Last fall here at Intergroup, we learned that an
autonomous group of dedicated AAs wanted to organize a day of
fellowship and provide an opportunity for HCIA to communicate
our mission and standing. It was apparent from the beginning
that this committee intended to organize the event within the
framework, spirit, and principles of our 12 Traditions. Throughout
the process, we were humbled by the commitment of the
committee – a wonderful demonstration of Recovery, Unity, &
Service. Well done and Thank You to the Intergroup Appreciation
Day planning committee!
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And Hill Country Intergroup would also like to say “Thank You” to
all those who attended the event. It was great to see old friends
and make new ones as well! It gives us great pleasure to see that
Intergroup’s efforts are supporting so many individuals and groups
within the area in carrying the message to the alcoholic who still
suffers. AA in Central Texas is alive and well!

“The feeling of having shared in a common peril is one element in the powerful cement
which binds us. But that in itself would never have held us together as we are now joined.
The tremendous fact for every one of us is that we have discovered a common solution.
We have a way out on which we can absolutely agree, and upon which we can join in
brotherly and harmonious action.”

Footnote:R“A.A. “and Alcoholics Anonymous” are trademarks and registered trademarks of A.A. World Services, Inc.

Rosi S.
YOUR Board Member

What is your name and your service position?
Rosi S., Special Events Coordinator
How long have you been in A.A.?
26 years
What is your home group?
The Single Purpose Group of Austin, Texas
Who is your sponsor and why did you pick her?

My sponsor is Norma A., not sure if I picked her or if she
picked me. I was definitely attracted to her devotion & love
for AA and God as well as her wisdom in the steps and its
applications in her life. I wanted what she had.
What other types of service- past or present- have you been
involved in?
GSR, District Archives chair, Area Archives chair, District
Newsletter chair, Hospitality chair area PI/CPC Conference,
Hospitality co-chair for SWAARSA, and some that I don’t
remember.

Office Volunteers
May2018:
Coleen B., Dan H., David H.,
Fletcher M., Jack W., Jay B.,
Jill F., John B., Marty C.,
Michael G., Murdo M.,
Nancy W., Pat F., Rick A.

Hotline Volunteers
May 2018:
Alex H., David S., Dudley,
Fred J., Gorden K.,
Houston M., Jesse H.,
John F., Kay Z.,
Reggy T., Tom K.

Weekend Group Volunteers
May 2018:
Keystone, Allandale,
We Are Not Saints, Northland

Do you think sponsoring makes a difference
in your program?
Absolutely! I experienced a huge transformation after a
horrible bout with breast cancer. God and the steps brought
me to a new more wonderful chapter in my sobriety which
has given me a stronger foundation, a new inner serenity
and joy, service work, and a life I never dreamed of! I
received a second chance when I walked into the doors
of AA and a third chance after my diagnosis; a new more
wonderful life.
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TO VOLUNTEER CALL
512-444-0071
To volunteer in the office,
or answer the Hotline
on a weeknight or if
your group would like to
take the hotline for the
weekend.

THANK YOU - AA Groups and all
For Your CONTRIBUTIONS IN APRIL

Group Name & District
12 @ 12 - 3C
12 @ 12 - 3C
12 @ 12 - 3C
1313 Group - 3C
1825 Group - 22
620 Peace Group - 3B
7th Street Sisters - 3C
Allandale Group - 3B
Being Convinced - 22
Bridge to Shore Group - 3C
Buda Big Book Group - 2
Desire To Stop - 3C
Friday Nite Alive - 13
Hair of the Dog - 3B
HCIA Board
Hilltoppers - 3B
Keep First Things First - 3C
Lake Travis Serenity - 3C
Lakeway Group - 3C
Lambda South - 3C
Lampasas AA - 13
Lighthouse Group - 3C
North Austin 24 Hour Group - 3B
Northland - 3B
Northland - 3B
Northland - 3B
Reading Rainbow - 3B
Reps Meeting
Saturday Morning Serenity - 3B
Saturday Morning Serenity - 3B
Solutions In Sobriety - 3B
Spearheads AA - 3B
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$ Amount
$750.00
$20.00
$100.00
$694.06
$222.00
$42.00
$477.98
$341.01
$116.00
$558.73
$141.73
$1,050.00
$66.29
$85.00
$23.00
$50.00
$228.55
$750.00
$1,080.00
$84.05
$170.00
$100.00
$75.00
$165.00
$165.00
$150.00
$37.45
$45.00
$70.45
$70.20
$455.49
$132.00

Group Name & District
Stoney Point Group - 22
Sunlight of the Spirit - 13
Sunshine Group - 22
Way of Life - 3B
Welcome Home Group - 3B
Women In Solutions - 3B
Total Contributions
Birthday Club-Bluebonnet - 3B
Total Contributions

$ Amount
$23.00
$38.91
$55.00
$15.00
$150.00
$110.00
$8,907.90
$19.00
$8,926.90

THANK YOU
for your

DAC Contributions

Group/Name & District
12 @ 12 - 3C
7th Street Sisters - 3C
Allandale Group - 3B
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Bridge to Shore Group - 3C
Desire To Stop - 3C
Keep First Things First - 3C
Lake Travis Serenity - 3C
Lakeway Group - 3C
North Austin 24 Hour Group - 3B
Northland - 3B
Reading Rainbow - 3B
Total DAC Contributions

$ Amount
$50.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$150.00
$25.00
$3.15
$23.69
$51.61
$212.55
$111.00
$40.00
$20.00
$16.05
$2,013.50

To Know Where We Come From... (Part II)

A

t the time prior to meeting Bill, Bob had spent
the prior two and a half years in the Oxford
Group where he had met Henrietta Seiberling and
other Oxford Groupers. As he later recalled, “They
told me I should go to their meetings regularly, and
I did, every week. They said that I should affiliate
myself with some church, and we did that. They also
said that I should cultivate the habit of prayer, and I
did that – at least to a considerable extent for me. But
I got tight every night…. I couldn’t understand what
was wrong.” – Doctor Bob and the Good Oldtimers,
pg 60.
Sunday, May 12, 1935 - evening came and Dr. Bob
Smith reluctantly agreed to make the drive to 714
Portage Path, the gatehouse of the Seiberling estate
where Henrietta Seiberling was hosting Bill Wilson,
an Oxford Grouper and “…a rum hound from New
York” as she later recalled him describing himself.
Back in New York Bill had relentlessly pursued
alcoholic prospects with little success. In his earliest
attempts he would approach a man primarily with
the spiritual solution which many a defiant drunk
had certainly heard prior to Bill’s arrival. Dr. Silkworth,
the ‘little doctor who loved drunks’ who had cared
for Bill back at Towns Hospital in New York and who
would author the Doctor’s Opinion in the AA Big
Book, had suggested that Bill tone down the spiritual
rhetoric in favor of relating to the new man in terms
of the god-awful plight of alcoholism, instilling in the
man the concept that he wasn’t alone in knowing
the physical hell that defines the practicing alcoholic;
the hopelessness and desperation that every drunk
knows. In turn he might gain his confidence.
So it was that when Bill met Bob one of the first
exchanges over dinner was Bill putting Bob at ease,
saying to Bob that he looked like he needed a drink.
After dinner the two would sit together talking in the
study where what was to be fifteen minutes became
six hours by their later accounts.
While Bob had tried everything he knew with
regard to prayer, church, and affiliation with the
Oxford Group, there had been one vital piece
missing: another drunk like he was. What Bob found
in Bill was a man that knew the turmoil that he was
experiencing from his own playbook, and like Ebby
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that had sat across from Bill, was presently sober. On
their common association with the Oxford Group Bob
later cited, “Bill in New York, for five months, and I in
Akron for two and a half years. Bill had acquired their
idea of service. I had not.” – Doctor Bob and the Good
Oldtimers, pg 70.
Bob would go on his last drunk roughly three to four
weeks later during a trip to a medical convention in
Atlantic City. Upon returning Bill and Anne tapered
him off with a triple concoction of Karo syrup (for
energy) with tomato juice and sauerkraut (for
nutrients). Finally, at nine in the morning on a day
he was scheduled to perform a surgical operation
Bill gave him what would be his last drink, a bottle
of beer to soothe his nerves for the operation.
Afterwards, Dr. Bob called to say the operation was
a success but then wasn’t heard from for hours. He
spent that time going around making amends and
restitution to all of those he could and so embarked
on the final leg of his journey in life: one of love and
service to others.
The path to a third sober alcoholic was not want for
excitement. One notable chap was Eddie R. In Dr. Bob
and the Good Oldtimers Bob and Bill recall Eddie, an
atheist and depressive. Along with his
wife he was introduced to the Oxford Group
(it is still June 1935 and there are no AA meetings
yet.) Bill thought Eddie was surely “in the clear.”
A tragic and all too common alcoholic he would
repeatedly drink after showing any promise. After
Eddie and his wife lost their house Dr. Bob and Anne
took the couple into their home, a kind gesture
extended in service to countless alcoholics in the
years to come. Another thousand words could
be written detailing Eddie’s escapades while a
prospective number three. Suffice it to say that Eddie
would eventually find sobriety in an AA group in
Youngstown, Ohio.
While Bill’s business and arduous search for
prospects took him away from his home in those
early years, Dr. Bob and Anne Smith were acutely
aware of the impact of alcoholism on their own
marriage. Dr. Bob in those times would state that
regarding separate meetings for the wives that the
husband alcoholics spent enough time apart from
them during their drinking. Anne Smith was no

(continue on page 5)

different. While she liked to remain in the background
she believed that the non-alcoholic wives were a great
support to the alcoholic husband and that their peace
of mind and surrender was as important. Countless
wives would say of Anne Smith what a wonderful,
supportive, and selfless presence she was for the
remainder of her life.
Enter alcoholic number three, Bill Dotson. While still
focused on if not frustrated with Eddie, Bill and Bob
turned their attention to Akron City Hospital where Bob
knew the admission nurse, Mrs. Hall. Bob, sober now
only less than a month, approached her and wondered
if they might try out a new approach to alcoholism on
any prospects she might have. Mrs. Hall responded
first by asking him if he had tried it out on himself. She
then said that she had one of the worst cases around,
“a dandy”, she said. He had been hospitalized six times
in the prior four months, she said, (while Bill Dotson
himself reported being hospitalized eight times in six
months; Alcoholics Anonymous Number Three, AA Big
Book). In fact, he had just roughed up some nurses and
was presently in restraints.
Bill Dotson came to in the hospital on June 26, 1935.
Bill W. and Bob had talked to his wife and eventually
made their way to Bill D. The scene as they sat is
depicted in a painting titled “The Man on the Bed” and
shows Bill W. and Bob at the bedside of Bill D. in Akron
City Hospital. Like Ebby to Bill W., then Bill W. to Bob,
and now Bill W. and Bob to Bill D., a new confidence and
wonder arose in Bill D. as men afflicted as he was now
sat before him and instilled a sense of hope where none
had existed. Bill Dotson mentions one of my favorite
aspects of AA at the end of his story in the AA Big Book.
He quotes a saying that he often heard in meetings and
in personal conversation; one that I still hear today:
“I came into A.A. solely for the purpose of sobriety, but
it has been through A.A. that I have found God.”
Bill Dotson would remain sober his entire life, working
with scores of alcoholics and giving freely that which
Bill Wilson and Bob Smith had given him out of their
own survival… a message that only we can give to the
next man and those still to come. The first AA group
was born in Akron on the day Bill Dotson walked out of
the hospital.
Their lives and their work was just beginning.
Alcoholics Anonymous had been born.
To be continued…
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John H.
Rule 62 Group, Austin, Texas

CONTINUE - Rosi S.
YOUR Board Member

Was there a turning point in your sobriety
that you think was significant?
Absolutely!
I experienced a huge transformation after a
horrible bout with breast cancer. God and the
steps brought me to a new more wonderful
chapter in my sobriety which has given me a
stronger foundation, a new inner serenity and
joy, service work, and a life I never dreamed of!
I received a second chance when I walked into
the doors of AA and a third chance after my
diagnosis; a new more wonderful life.
Do you think there have been any changes in
AA since you’ve been sober?
Yes. With the wave of technology and social
media we have forgotten anonymity at the
level of press, radio, and film. The GSC has
addressed the issue stating that Tradition 11
implies and includes social media. Yet, our
pride wants us to shout our sobriety date on
Facebook and other sites for the world to pat
us on the back. We have forgotten to practice
“genuine humility,” the “spiritual foundation of
all our traditions” from tradition 12.
What do you hope would be the best thing to
come out of your service to the fellowship as
an Intergroup Board member?
I hope to inform and be informed to
carry the message from one alcoholic to
another. As Dr. Bob says, “Keep it simple.”

Sober and Free!

N

ew AA Members come to us from many
arenas of life. About 33% come to us out
of treatment facilities. Jeff was one of these,
who went into treatment, with little hope for
his future. But then he met a sober alcoholic
who introduced him to a design for living that
really works!! Here is his story.

in turmoil. I was the man thinking that sobriety
would be enough. Each morning after a particularly
bad night, and some nights I didn’t remember, I was
the farmer who came up out of my cyclone cellar to
find my home ruined. To my wife I remarked, “Don’t
see anything the matter here Ma. Ain’t it grand the
wind stopped blowing?” That was me!

Fifteen months ago I crash landed into a
detox center alone, broken, hurt and afraid.
It took 30 plus years to come to that point and
I wasn’t sure what was going to happen next.
My life was beyond unmanageable and I was
on the last leg of a run of drinking that had left
little doubt that I was powerless over alcohol.

The message was carried to me by someone like
me and it connected!

The medication they put me on helped, OK,
REALLY helped! In the haze and fog of detox,
one group meeting after another, squeezed
between smoke breaks and calorie rich foods
(55 pounds worth!), I heard technical, clinical
explanations about alcoholism that didn’t
interest me. It was all a bit cold.
In the meetings that were brought in, I heard
drunk-a-logs that made me think, “OK, they
aren’t as bad as me”, or, “I aspired to drink like
that!” There was not a lot of solution offered at
that point besides deep breathing exercises,
visualization and, did I mention the drugs!
Then one night I heard it! My story being
told back to me! Not a drunk-a-log, though
there was some of that to let me know this
person was a real alcoholic like me. It wasn’t a
rambling, chronological, itemized account of
drinking. It was just enough to let everyone
know that this person had the same condition
those of us in the detox center suffered from.
I heard about the helpless condition, the need
for an answer, and the biggest part of that
hour, the solution and an overview of how to
get it!
That got my attention because this alcoholic
is like a tornado roaring his way through the
lives of others. Hearts were broken. Sweet
relationships died. Affections were uprooted.
Selfish and inconsiderate habits kept my home
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Fifteen month later this alcoholic is like a cool
summer breeze (most of the time). Hearts have
been mended or
are being mended.
Those dead,
formerly sweet
relationships are
being ripened
again. Affections
are being replanted.
Selflessness and
considerate habits
have brought peace
in my home. I now
know that sobriety
isn’t enough for this
alcoholic. I need a
spiritual solution! I
have found much
of heaven and have
been rocketed into
a fourth dimension
of existence that I had not even dreamed of!
The message that was brought to me was a
message of experience, strength and hope. As a
result I now have some experience strength and
hope of my own!
About 3 months into my sobriety my wife and I
were cutting vegetables one day and she looked
up at me and said, “Is it hard being you?” Still
possessing an alcoholic mind my thoughts started
racing to try to figure out what I had done wrong.
In my bewilderment, I managed to mutter, “Well, I
am working this program really hard.” She smiled
at me and said, “You are like a different person”.

(continued on page 7)

Sober and Free! (continued)
My reply was to ask her if she meant I was like
when we met, as teenagers in junior High school.
After 31 years together, this woman who knows
me better than anyone looked at me and said,
“No. You are a completely different person.”
I also have two grown children, a daughter and
a son, who I had put through much heartache
and suffering during my drinking career. My son
and I had been estranged for over a year because
of my drinking. This relationship had soured to
the point where he would refer to me with a very
hurt full term that I will not include here.
He was finished with me because of all the
things I had done to him, his sister and his
mother over the years. That relationship
has come back and is growing at a rate that
continues to amaze me! God is doing for me
what I could not do for myself!
People have asked me what the difference is
between me now and the person that went
into detox fifteen months ago. My answer is
quick and sure, “It is the program of Alcoholics
Anonymous and the Steps that I have taken
in this spiritual program of recovery that has
transformed me!”
I now return to the same treatment center every
week where I had been a patient. My sponsor
takes me with him and usually we work together
sharing on a topic. We make a pretty good team!
A few times he has allowed me to share the
bulk of the meeting and as a result, I have now
picked up a couple of sponsees the way I met
my sponsor. I share my experience strength and
hope. Carrying the message works!
It is humbling to think of where I was, what
happened and what I am like now. My life
resembles little what it was 15 months ago to the
delight of my family, the friends I didn’t chase
away and law enforcement in several counties!
When I went into detox they told us to “find
someone who has what you want and ask them
to be your sponsor”. It amazes me that there are
people who hear what I share and want what I
have now! That is what has happened because
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of someone having a spiritual awakening as a
result of these steps, carrying this message to this
alcoholic, and practicing these principles in all of
their affairs.
In the chapter “Working With Others” on
page 89 of the Big Book it says:
“Practical experience shows that nothing will so
much insure immunity from drinking as intensive
work with other alcoholic. It works when other
activities fail. This is our twelfth suggestion.
Carry this message to other alcoholics! You can
help when no one else can. You can secure their
confidence when others fail. Remember they are
very ill.”
Life will take on new meaning (it has!). To watch
people recover, to see them help others, to watch
loneliness vanish, to see a fellowship grow up
about you, to have a host of friends – this is an
experience you must not miss. We know you
will not want to miss it. Frequent contact with
newcomers and with each other is the bright spot
of our lives.”
My life was changed because of someone
working the steps and carrying the message of
Alcoholics Anonymous into a treatment facility.
I am incapable of using the correct words to
express how much that continues to mean to me.
When going into a treatment facility, it can be
a bit underwhelming. People are constantly
moving about getting vital signs done, getting
up for various reasons. There may be people there
on their first day when you arrive who are still
drunk. Distractions are constant in a center where
people are coming to get help from alcoholism
because they are in its clutches as it is fighting
to keep a hold of them. Should you go to a
treatment center and see these things, don’t let
them grab your focus. Carry this message because
there are those there that are waiting to hear
something that connects. They are desperate for
this solution, just as I was.

Jeff A.

THE GRAPEVINE

FROM THE ARCHIVES

TAKE a BOW, AA

Copyright © (December, 2014) AA. Grapvine, Inc. Reprinted with permission

Sober since 1969, a man in Connecticut recalls his long,
rocky, wonderful AA journey

B

ooze, ego and I were allies; together we made my self-image
glow. I was introduced to AA in the spring of 1969, and booze
left us. That’s when ego said, “Don’t worry, I’ll take up the slack.” I
believed him.
My first sponsor, Charlie, had three whole months. We bonded
immediately. Our egos clicked and began to collaborate. Recall
might make me blush because we practiced our own “pink
cloud” version of the AA program with bluster and tomfoolery.
But since it was the beginning of my sober journey, I feel no
shame. Charlie may have been the catalyst that gave me hope
and a reason to try this Fellowship brand of sobriety. Who
knows? On my own I could stop drinking, but I could not stay
sober. Charlie was my age. He relapsed, his liver failed, and he
was soon dead. I survived the loss without picking up a drink.
-- Anonymous

THE GRAPEVINE
DAILY QUOTE

I

pray for the willingness to
listen carefully to everyone
I encounter, for some may have
the words I need to hear.”
“Unlikely Teachers,”
Sterling, Alaska,
April 1990, AA Grapevine

Copyright © AA Grapevine, Inc. April 1990.
Reprinted with permission

Read More

“ON WHAT SLENDER THREADS
OUR DESTINY SOMETIMES HANGS…” Bill W. 1954 Texas State Conv.
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